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I. In-Text Citations (p. 174-183)

author, none, p. 176-7. sect. 6.15 ; p. 184
author, group, p. 175-176. sect. 612.
authors, same surname, 176. sect. 614

Bible, p. 174. Sect. 6.10; 178-9, sect. 6.18
in-text basic styles, p. 177, sect. 6.16
classical works p. 174, sect. 6.10; 178-9, sect. 6.18
electronic sources, direct quotes, p. 171-2 sect. 6.05
e-mail p. 179, sect. 6.20

interview, person, p. 170 # 6.20
letters, private p. 779 sect. 6.20
multiple works w/in same parenthesis, 177-8, sect. 6.16
on-line sources, direct quotes, p. 171-2 sect. 6.05
order of citations in same (), p. 42. 177-8, sect. 6.16
III. Reference List

A. Periodicals

abstract, p. 202 #16-17
author, one, 200 #10
author, two, 201 #17
authors, 3-6, 200 #7
author, more than 7, 198-9 #2
database, article from, p. 191-2; 187-192
DOI system, p. 188-192
editorial, no author, p. 201 #14
issue of a journal, p. 201 #12
in-press article, 199 #5; 200 #6
journal article with DOI, p. 198 #1
journal article without DOI (not available) p. 199 #3
letter to the editor, p. 201 #5
magazine article, (paper) 200 #7
magazine article – internet, p. 200 #8
manuscript submitted/in progress, p. 211-12 #59
monograph as part of journal issue 201 #13

newsletter article, internet, 200 #9
newsletter article, no author, internet, 200 #9
newspaper article, 200 #10
newspaper article, internet, p. 200-1 #11

paginated by issue, p. 199 #3
secondary source, 178 sect. 6.17
special issue, 201 #12
special section, 201 #12
translated article, p. 199 #4
unpublished with university cited, p. 58
B. Books and Book Chapters

article in an edited book,
article in an encyclopedia or reference book: SEE Encyclopedia article; Reference book article
author, none,
author, one, p. 203 #18
author, two, p. 203 #17
author, 3-7, p. 201 #13
author, more than seven, 198-9 # 2
authored and edited book,
Bible, 174., sect. 6.10; 178-9, sect. 6.18
book, entire (print version) 203 #18
chapter in book (print), 204 #5
chapter in an edited book, 202 sect. 7.02
chapter in book, translated and reprinted, p. 204 #26
classical works, p. 174, sect. 6.10; p. 178-9, sect. 6.18
DSM-TR and other Reference books: p. 202-3 sect. 7.02

edited book, p. 204
edition of book, p. 203 sect. 7.02; p. 205 #30
editors, p. 184-5, sect. 6.27; p. 203-5 #21-27
electronic-only book, p. 203 # 20
electronic version of a print book, p. 203 #18
electronic version of a republish book, p. 203 #21
encyclopedia article, p. 202-3, sect. 7.02
encyclopedia or dictionary (entire book or set) p. 202-3 sect. 7.02

in-press books, p. 211-2
manuscript submitted/in progress, p. 211
multi-volume work, p. 204 #23
non-periodical: books and reports, p. 186-7

reference book, p. 204 #27
reference book, online article in, p. 205 #30
reference book, online article in, no author or editor, p. 205 # 30
reprinted work, p. 204 #26
republished work, p. 203 #21
review of a book, p. 209 #45

secondary source, p. 178 sect. 6.17
series, p. 204 #24
translated article in an edited book, p. 204 #26
translated book, p. 203 #21
C. Technical and Research Reports

ERIC report, (see Dr. Yeaman’s booklet, p. 40 #24
government report, p. 205 #31
GPO report, p. 205 sect. 7.03
issue brief, p. 206 #35
non-governmental, with author, p. 206 #33
task force, corporate author, p. 206 #32
university archive report p. 206 #33
U.S. GPO, p. 205 #7.03

D. Proceedings of Meetings and Symposia

conference paper p. 207 #37
meetings, p. 206 sect. 7.04
der paper presented at a meeting, unpublished, p. 206-7 sect. 7.04
poster session, p. 206 sect. 7.04
proceedings, published in book form, p. 207 # 30
proceedings published regularly online, p. 207 #38
symposium, p. 206 sect. 7.04
symposium contribution to: p. 207 #36

E. Doctoral Dissertations and Master’s Theses (p. 207-208)

F. Unpublished and Informally Published Works (p. 211-212)

accepted for publication, in-press work, p. 211-12 #59
data from study, unpublished, p. 212 #60
e-mails, p. 179, sect. 6.20
ERIC document (See Dr. Yeaman’s booklet, p. 40)
interviews, p. 179 sect. 6.20
letters, p. 179 sect. 6.20
manuscript in preparation, 211 #58
memos, p. 179 sect. ^ .20
personal communications, p. 170 sect. 6.20
personal e-mail,
raw data, p. 212 #60
submitted for publication, p. 211-12
university cited, p. 211 #58
unpublished paper, p. 213 #66
G. Reviews

book review, 209 #45
journal article – peer commentary on, p. 209 #48
peer commentary on journal article, p. 209, #48
video game review, p. 209 #47

H. Audiovisual Media (p. 209-210, section 7.07)

audio recording,
motion picture, p. 209 section 7.07
map, retrieved online p. 210 #53
motion picture, p. 209 sect. 7.07
music recording, p. 209 section 7.07
podcast, p. 210 #50
radio series, p. 209 section 7.07
television program, p. 209 section 7.07; p. 210 #51
video, p. 209 #49

I. Archival Documents and Collections (p. 212-214 section 7.10)

interview, record, p. 214 #70
interview, transcript of recorded, p. 214 #70
photographs from archival collection, p. 214 #73

J. Online Forum, Online Discussion forum, Internet Message boards, Online Communities, Electronic Mailing Lists, etc. (p. 214-215, section 7.11)

Blog post, p. 215 #76;
Blog, video post, p. 215 #77
electronic mailing lists, p. 215 #75
e-mail, personal, p. 170 sect. 6.20
list serve, p. 214-215 sect. 7.11
message on mailing list, p. 215 #75
newsgroups, p. 215 #74
non-periodical documents,
online forum or discussion group, p. 215 #74
video blog post, p. 215 #77
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